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Viel Spa� beim Programmieren!
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Problem AThe ? 1 ? 2 ? ... ? n = k ProblemAuthor: Alex GevakGiven the following formula, one an set operators '+' or '-' instead of eah '?', in order to obtain agiven k: ? 1 ? 2 ? ... ? n = k.For example, to obtain k = 12, the expression to be used will be:�1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6� 7 = 12;with n = 7.InputIn the �rst line of the input �le, there is an integer number , indiating the number of test asesthat will follow. In eah of the the following  lines, there will be an integer number k : 0 � jkj �1000000000.OutputFor eah test ase, your program has to print a single line ontaining the minimal possible integern suh that the above equation an be satis�ed. Please note that the left-hand side of the equationmust not be empty, i.e. n � 1.Sample Input212-3646397Sample Output72701
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Problem BA Ferrari (but a fast one)Author: Stefan B�uttherA man named "Shoe" has reently shot down the faui01. Now somebody tells him that he has gottwo possibilities:� going to the CIP admins and onfessing, or� buying a Ferrari, but a fast one.Sine Shoe has been a oward sine birth, he deides to buy a Ferrari and run away. Unfortunatelyfor him, the ar he buys from the dealer (the deal has to be made very fast) should be delivered to theUS market, so the fuel onsumption display is in miles/gallon only, whih Shoe does not understand.For some reason we don't know it is very important for Shoe to know what his automobile's fuelonsumption is, and he has to know it in litres/kilometer. In addition, he has to know how manykilometers he an still go until refueling the next time.In order to make his esape suessful, it is your task to translate the display messages of the Ferrari'sboard omputer for him.For all your alulations, assume that 1 mile is 1609 meters, while 1 gallon is 3.8 litres. Assume thatthe Ferrari has 25 gallons of gasoline at the beginning of every test ase.InputInput onsists of a number of lines (test ases) eah of whih ontains two oating-point numbers xand y, where x is the distane (in miles) driven so far and y is the fuel onsumption (in miles/gallon).Input is terminated by an empty line or EOF.OutputFor eah test ase, your program must print a line ontaining the fuel onsumption (as litres per 100kilometers), rounded to the nearest integer and the distane left to go until the ar is out of gas,rounded in the same way.Please note that in the Sample Output is does not say "231/100km" but "23l/100km" (with a small"L", as we are talking about litres per kilometer).Sample Input231.1 10.3175 7Sample OutputFuel onsumption: 23l/100km. Next stop: 42km.Fuel onsumption: 34l/100km. Next stop: 0km.
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Problem CBi-PrimesAuthor: Stefan B�uttherEvery positive integer whih is only divisible by 1 and itself is alled a prime. Aordingly, a bi-primeis a number k that is prime and whose inverse is also prime. By inverse we mean the integer numberthat results when the order of k's digits is reversed.isBiPrime(n) , isPrime(n) ^ isPrime(inv(n)):For example, inv(107) = 701. Sine both 107 and 701 are primes, 107 is a bi-prime. For integersk < 10, we obviously have k = inv(k), so all primes smaller than 10 are automatially bi-primes.When inverting a number, leading zeros must be ignored: inv(10200) = 201, but inv(201) = 102.Hene, we annot be sure that inv(inv(k)) = k.InputInput onsists of a number of lines, eah of whih ontains a positive integer n < 109. Input isterminated by an empty line or EOF.OutputFor eah input line, print one output line whih ontains n if n is a bi-prime or the next biggerbi-prime number if n is no bi-prime.Sample Input121548130731287620802187Sample Output221771131731290930000037
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Problem DComplete SurveillaneAuthor: Dominik ShederShak Shi Rakh, president of a small totalitarian ditatorship, has a great plan: he wants to put hisitizens under omplete surveillane. To ahieve his goal, he is going to found a huge intelligeneservie. He wants that every itizen that is not a member of the servie itself must have at leastone friend working in the servie, so that this one an observe him (of ourse he won't know thathis friend is observing him). Also, no two members of the servie should be friends, sine this wouldimply the danger of a onspiray.Thus, it is not lear at all if Shak Shi Rakh an ahieve his ambitious goal. Sine you are his topomputer sientist, your task is, given a list of the itizens indiating whih are friends, to determineif Shak Shi Rakh an build a servie as desribed above. If not, he will be fored to have some itizensexeuted, but this won't be part of your task.You should be areful in designing your algorithm sine the number of itizens in the ountry anbe as large as 100. You an assume that friendship is a symmetri relation, i.e. a is friends with b ifand only if b is friends with a.InputThe �rst line of the input ontains a single integer , the number of test ases following. The �rstline of eah test ase ontains two integers v; e, the number of itizens and friendship relations in theountry. The next e lines eah onsist of two integers i; j: 0 � i; j < v, indiating that i and j arefriends.OutputFor eah input set, simply output "Yes." if Shak Shi Rakh an put his itizens under the perfetsurveillane desribed above, or "No." if he annot ahieve this without having some itizens exeuted.Sample Input14 40 10 21 22 3Sample OutputYes.
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Problem ECool People are always lateAuthor: Stefan B�uttherAs you might know, the ool people are never on time when they join a party. Instead, they preferto be among the last that arrive at the party. That makes them important.Today, you want to be important. Unfortunately, you are quite bored just sitting at home and doingnothing beause your omputer is in repair. So, you eventually deide to leave your apartment. Theonly problem is that you would de�nitely not like to be the �rst to arrive at the plae, sine thatwould show everybody that you have got no friends and are a really miserable being. On the otherhand, you do not want to be too late, either, beause you are not ool enough yet.Your task is, given a map from your ity, to �nd the seond-shortest route from your home to theparty. This is beause the shortest route would let you arrive too early, while taking any route longerthan the seond-shortest is still too ool for you. You will, of ourse, not have any yles in yourroute, beause that would be really unool (a yle in this sense is any route on whih the same plaeis visited more than one).It is guaranteed that there is exatly one route of shortest length.InputThe �rst line of the input �le ontains a single integer n, the number of test ases that will follow.The next line is blank.For eah test ase, there is one line with two integers v and e, the number of plaes (verties) onthe map and the number of streets (edges) onneting them, respetively. The next e lines ontainthe desription of a street, onsisting of three integers a, b and len, where 0 � a; b < v. Thus, theline "3 8 10" would mean that there is a street of length 10 onneting the plaes 3 and 8. Eah testase is �nished by a line with two integers h and p, the plae of your home and the one of the party,followed by a blank line.There are no one-way streets, and for every pair of plaes (a; b) there is at most one street onnetingthem. No street has a negative length, and no street is longer than 1000. The number of plaes willnot exeed 100, the number of streets will not exeed 1; 000.OutputFor every test ase, print a line with a desription of the seond-shortest path from your home tothe party. If there is no seond-shortest route, print "I have to be unool". If there is more than justone seond-shortest route, print "Multiple possible paths of length k", where k is the length of theseond-shortest paths. The exat format an be seen in the examples below.Sample Input34 40 1 100 3 51 2 103 1 80 24 30 1 101 2 102 3 100 3 6



5 60 1 80 3 51 2 71 4 53 1 54 2 40 2Sample OutputPath of length 23 found: 0->3->1->2I have to be unoolMultiple possible paths of length 17
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Problem FGeometry suksAuthor: Stefan B�uttherEverybody knows that most geometrial problems, posed in programming ontests, suk. However,this is a really easy problem. Given an arbitrary polygon and a point, you have to determine if thepoint lies within the polygon or not (in our terminology, the border of a polygon belongs to its inside,whih means that e.g. all verties of a polygon lie within it).InputInput onsists of a number of test ases, eah of whih onsists of two lines. The �rst line ontainsthe desription of the polygon: n x1 y1 x2 y2 ::: xn yn:n is the number of points that make up the polygon, and all the (xj ; yj) pairs are the desriptions ofthe n points. The polygon's points are given in their "natural" order. The seond line of every testase ontains the desription of the point to be examined: xp yp.OutputFor eah test ase, print YES if the point lies within the polygon and NO otherwise.Sample Input4 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 10.5 0.53 1 2 5 2 3 40 010 2 1 4 2 5 1 6 4 4 5 3 4 2 6 1 4 2.7 3 1 22.0 4.010 2 1 4 2 5 1 6 4 4 5 3 4 2 6 1 4 2.7 3 1 22.0 3.0Sample OutputYESNOYESNO
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Problem GThree MathematiiansAuthor: Stefan B�uttherEverybody knows the Pasal Triangle from shool. It is named after the Frenh mathematiian BlaisePasal (1623 - 1662). Bak in shool, when nobody used to be familiar with fatorials 'n' stu�, thetriangle helped us alulating binomial oeÆients. For those who don't remember, here omes theupper part of the triangle: 11 11 2 11 3 3 11 4 6 4 11 5 10 10 5 11 6 15 20 15 6 11 7 21 35 35 21 7 1Apart from its mathematial importane, the Pasal Triangle is also a part of modern art. You anreate a wonderful piture by painting all numbers ourring inside the triangle either red or blue,depending on if they are odd or even. Thus, the upper part of the triangle would look like this:11 11 2 11 3 3 11 4 6 4 11 5 10 10 5 11 6 15 20 15 6 11 7 21 35 35 21 7 1The Polish mathematiian Walaw Sierpinski (1882 - 1969) studied the properties of this olouredtriangle (this is why it also sometimes alled Sierpinski Triangle) and found out that it is fratal,i.e. there are parts of the triangle that are very similar to the entire triangle. You an see this whenlooking at the following two pitures showing the Sierpinski Triangle for n = 32 and n = 64.

Many people are really estati about the beauty of the triangle. One of them is the famous ma-thematiian Hans Grabm�uller. Sine his retirement, he plans to paint a very large version of theSierpinski Triangle and put it into his living room. Unfortunately, Grabm�uller has no idea how manyof the numbers inside the triangle are odd and how many are even. So, he does not know how muhink he has to buy. You will assist him with alulating the amount of ink needed to paint the triangle.Input and Output 9



Input onsists of n lines, eah of whih ontains a number j < 4000. For every line of input, printone line of output ontaining o and e, the number of odd and even elements in the j'th line of thetriangle.Sample Input01234567Sample Output1 02 02 14 02 34 24 38 0
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Problem HWashing the DishesAuthor: Dominik ShederThe little Hans has just moved from N�urnberg to a WG (at share) in Erlangen, where he studiesComputer Siene. Moving out of your parents house brings a lot of fun, but, as life goes, also a lotof new work.Today, the Hans is washing the dishes. Unfortunately, this has not been done for 3 months, and thereare only three plaes left in the kithen for the dishes:� They an be in the sink, where they all atually are at the beginning,� they an be at the one spot on the table not overed by pizza, empty beer bottles or otherrelits of the fun the Hans and his friends had the last days,� they an be in the upboard, where they eventually should be.But, look, the sink, the table and the upboard are all so rowded that no two dishes an be putside by side on any of these three plaes: the Hans has to stak them and an only move the topmostdish of a stak onto the top of another stak! Moreover, the dishes have di�erent sizes, and the Hanswants dishes in the upboard to be ordered by their size.If you �nd the Hans' task has some similarity with the Towers of Hanoi, you are not at all wrong!But there are two little di�erenes between the towers and the Hans' task:� the dishes in the sink and on the table an be in any order, i.e. there may be bigger dishes ontop of smaller ones. Only in the upboard should they be ordered.� unlike in Towers of Hanoi, the Hans an only move dishes forward, i.e. from the sink to thetable, from the table into the upboard or diretly from the sink into the upboard.

So, it is not obvious at all if the Hans an move all dishes into the upboard. Your job is to write aprogram, that, given the sizes of the dishes originally in the sink, determines if the Hans an ful�llhis task or better should go bak to his omputer instead of wasting his time doing an impossiblejob.InputThe �rst line of the input ontains a single integer , the number of test ases following. Eah testase onsists of a single line of the form n a1 a2 : : : an, where n is the number of dishes in the sink,and ai is the size of the ith dish, numbered from the bottom of the sink to the top.OutputFor eah test ase, if the Hans an ful�ll his task, print "Go on, Hans!", else print "Go bak to yourComputer, Hans!" 11



Sample Input23 2 1 33 3 1 2Sample OutputGo on, Hans!Go bak to your omputer, Hans!
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